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Self-esteem is cumulative and proactive. Events and

people surrounding an individual have a direct relationship with the
development of self-esteem. Factors influencing a child's self-esteem
begin from the-time the infant is in the mother's womb. A un-ique
self-esteem develops for each child whether from a cohesive family,

from a f,oundling home, or from a single parent. The migrailt child's
experiences parallel the same experiences of other childnen, but with

he added dimension of cultural adjustment. Studies on self-esteem
provide some implications for understandistand explaining the
migrant child's needs. This paper formulates a theoretical framework
for self-esteem and child development. The characteristics of the
following levels of self-esteem are examined as are ti;e implications

foi /he cultural adjustment of migr'ant children: high-high, low-low,

high-low, low-high, low-medium, high-medium, medium-low,
medium-medium, and medium-high. A grid is formulated which classifies

the levels of yelf-esteem to levels of cultural adjustme-t. The need

for experimentally controlled studies comparing the self-esteem of
migrants and the process of cultUral adjustment is'cited. ,
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. Self-Esteem: A Theoretical Framework and the

-Introduction,

1mPlCcations,for Migrant Children
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CoopersmiiK (1959, 196Q, 1967) defines self-esteem as.tbe evaluation
,

a person Makesof her/himself.. Self-esteem iniplies the maintenance of

self-evaluation,:expresses an attitude of approval g:r disapproval, and

indicates whether or not.the person beqieves her/himself to be capablez

-significant, successful, and worthy.-: Personal judgement of worthiness

f,s-e pressed in the attitudes the individual holds toward her/himself,

as w 11 al verbal reports and other-overt expressive behavior,

-Branden (1969) defil.les self-eeteem as a standard by,which a

person judges-her/himself, .an estimate, 6 feel-ing, and an emotion.

This self-evaluation is the single Most significant key to behavior,

which affects the'thinking processes, emotions, desires, values, and goals.

Branden adds that "to understand'a person Psychologically, it is Vital

. to understand the nature and, degree'of self-esteem.

The litecaturefort self-esteem (Branden, 1969; Brockner ina Wailn6u,

J981; Coopersmith,-L959, 1960, 1967; Henbert.& Gelfand & Hartman,. 1969;

Gelfanci, 1962; Pavur & Little, 1983; Van Turner & Ramanaiah, 1979)

helps us to look at self-esteenlas a construct that explafins a person's-,

abilitY to adapt td the environment...The inner'balance and stability

which each person achieves is-directly related to'their emotO(ns, sqial
1

relationships and behaviors. The inner, priVate andunigue worl'd of

4

each individual is expressed in interac'tions, needs, activities, and

-harmony or,dishaTmonp.'

Se1V-esteem is cuNlative.and proactive. The events and the

people which surround the indjvidual have a direct relationship with

"-the development of self-esteem. This paper attempts tereport on a

.theoretical Framework for self-esteem and child development, and the

implikations for understanding the needs of migrant children.
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Theoretical Framework

Coopeemith (1967) irAis stUdy, suggests four majoi factors

whick) are impprtant in the development of self-esteem: (1) the treat-

rilent and acceptance received rrom s6ignificant others tn life, (2) ' our

past successes, (3) the values and aspiratiohs witich modify and interpret

our experierzces, and (4) how a person responds to devaluation,

Self-estgem is described by Coopersmith as a process of integration, there
*

.the ihdividual become; a member'of the group and internalizes ideas and

attitudes as a mirror image, yia key pres and by obsvving actions and

attitudes. Self-esteem is 'a form of self-protection since any loss of self-

esteem can:bring feelings of distress. Since the presence or anxiety can 4

-minimjze our self-esteem, defences allow the maintenan-ce of an idealized
1'

image. 4

Herbert and Gelfand'and Hartman (1969) in an experimental settin.6,

indicate that children learned self-critical behavior by imitating a

model's behaviorp even when,this mew a loss of reward.

DAttes (1958) indicate; that the well accepted individual finds

group membership more attractive. The significance of this concept

"-lies in the fact that lower-self-esteem individuals have greater needs

for support via acceptance in a group. N

Van, Tuinen and Ramanaiah (197p) note the distinction between global

and social self-esteem; the former includes general personality and

_

mental health, while.the latter is related to soial inr.lraction with

people. BrockneT a9d Wallnu 1981) note.thet self-focused aftention

ahd anxiety are more directly related for the individual w,ith luer

self-esteem.

Gelfand (1962) was iterste.d in determining the prsonality

correlates and responsiven ss to sociai influence process. Tlw, findings

of this skudy suggest that self-esteem and puTsuability are negativefy

, correlated. 4,4

Self-Esteem and Child Development

From the time the infant is in the mother's womb, the factors
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i9fluencing a child's self-esteem have already beg uh. How the mother

reacts to the news of the pregnancy, her emotional stability, her every-

day experiences, the famrly structure; the family climate:and the school

env.ironment. A uni:que self-esteem will develowfar each of the follow-.

4ing children: a.child from a-cohesive family0 from a foundling,home,

from.a single parent.

The physical attractiveness of a child has no celation to
. 0 /

self-esteem, while slow motoric development.indicates a lbw self-esteem

(Coopersmith, 1967).. Academic achievement is the testing .round for

'future success and the ability to perforT academically i socOated with

feelings of self-worth. Coopersmith (1959, 1960; 1967), ,Gelfand, 1961;

N
Heitert & Geffand &liartman, 1969; concluded that the s lf-esteem is.

significantly associated with.early chrldhood, parental characteristics,

parenCal attitudes,,treatment, power, significance, virtLe,,and competence.

Coopersmith (1959, 1960, 19671 states that children Wth positive

self-esteem are expressive in their emotions and less anxious,:while

low self-esteem children have,an impoverished emotional life, show

high negative effects, are helpless, apprehensive, lack'self coniidence

and.experience feelings of rjeCtion. Children reared in homes with

democratic Practicps exhibit self confidence, are competitive and

assertive. Low s'elf-esteem children are more destructive, more anxious,

- hay more psychosoMatic symptoms, but are no more aggressive or delinquent

thsn their counterparts
(aggressiveness-would requiTe initiative Sand

X

assertiveness).

The gap between Opirations and fulfillment is less for children

with high self-esteem. The children with high self-esteem, according

to Coopersmith (1969), are also high in self confidence, expect to be

successful, have trust in themselves, have the courage to express

ideas, are socially independent, cecr'eative', can form friendships,

are.not self7conscious or pre-occupied with persdnal' problems. The

differences in self-esteem will br.inglabo,Jt differences in handling

the environment.
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Coo0ersmith (1969) states'that dependent chlldre6 learn to..-rwly
. .

on others to determine their courses of 'action and opinions and to

determine'their wortniness.1 He alo statesthat a depena'ent,person

survive in the sheltered.environment but,thak there is diffi'culty

outside these bounds. The,children with'a medium self-esteem:are value

.

oriented (typ ical. of the dependOit erson) and supportive. of general

pociaM values, less venturesome and t d'to choose safer occupatiops

and take fewer r'isks.

Branden (1969) suggests that,through daily choices; there i.s as",

cumplative result which will develop into the sèl, the sum character.

Branden indicates that chi.ldren become aware of ble power to choose

A their actions and that to be right is to be fit'for happ:inessl.whj1e

to be wrong is to be threatened by pain. Branden notes that children
r.

have the naed for selFxrespect, the need for pleasure, and the need

for a positive,view which must be'discovered. He suggests that basic

values refiect.conscious and subconscious views of the self. Branden,

adds that children have the need to enjoy life via recreation, productive

work, human relations and arl..

Ear ly in life, children distinguish tttween emotions and

knowledge, although this does not-imPly repression or dismissing emotions

(Branden, With the ineegration of values, children will have

harmony in mind and emotions (Branden, 1969).

Branden (1969) contludes that if children surrender efficacy,

they "surrender the possibility of,achieving full self-esteem. If tfle

world is incomprehensible and threatening io the child, the result

may be 'an attitudeof passivity and'dependence. The ch ild who tries

to understand the
environment-may,suffer earry in life, but will not

be alienated from reality. Branden notes that if a chijd subverts

the cognitive self-confideno,e, while in sci;Ool, this 411 spread to

other areas, issues, brid probleals: Children can be alienated from

,

reality, experience humiliation, 4ive a. low self-esteem and there-

fore remain passive when meaningful values are attacked and retreat

from challinges (Branden, 1969).

SI
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Implicayons for the Miqramt Child

From the studies on self-esteem (Branden, 1969; Brockher and Wallnaii,

1981; Coopersthith, 1959,-1960, 1967; Herbert & Gelfand & Hartman, 1969;

Gelfand, 1962; Pavur &tittle, 1981; .Van Turner & Ramanaiah, 1979) some

-implications which will help to understand and to explain the needs of
-3

migrant,children may be concluded. The experience of the migrant child

of course naralrel the sake experiences of other.children, but,there

will be an added dimension:, cultural adjustment.

The term adjustment is defined by Taft (1973) as including

feelings bf liarmony with the environthenti and can be acquired without,

changing social'norms and values. -The external adjustmert, according

to Taft (1973) is reflected in emotional and personality adjustment.

The Oild with a Hiqh-Hiqh self-esteem would be the child who has

the supportive home environment, knowledge of the language and culture,

ha agreed or has been well prepared'for his migratory experience, is

able to establish high interperso-n-al relations, exhibits self-

confidence and is thus able to become culturally adjt.sted.

Figure' I.

Self-Esteem and Cultural Adjustment

Low

marginblity
socially[& academically

unsuccessful'

accommodation
cognitive dissonance

_

defensive--
distortion

Medium
-T
,development of social
Iskills,in the majority

culture-
no persona.1 improve-

ment
habituation
!conformity

assimilation

High
- 1

low self-evalu-,

ation
hi06 academic &i
sccial success

assimilation

cultural

Ojustment

The Low-Low child on the other hand, would be the child who is

ill prepared for mjgration, whose,family exhibits extremes in manage-
,

ment,, is submissive and withdrawn, is impoverished emotionally, shows

poor interpersonal -relations and is thus uanble to adapt to the migrati,1

process,.
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The'High-Low child is the one who appears defensive in his attivide

Aide the Low7High has a low self-evaluation even in the presence of
o

success.

The Low41edium'cioeS not imodicate personal improvement in the

adjustment process while the +Ugh-Medium indicates assimilation which

implies.adding to the action s.ystem, cons,istent with the already organized

inner world.

.The Medium-Low is in a state of cognitive-dissonance and exhibits

accommodation which implies a change in-the thinking and in its puTest\

form would be complete imi.tation2 The Medi.um-Medidm child has learned

to be dependent and less venturesome and is in a state of habituation which

implies perceiving, looking at.the new cultureva somewhat static

state for our purposes. - )

The Medium-High child is in a state of assimilation which is

consistent witil kis already organized inner world. The High-High

child is the'one that has made complete adaptation and indicates

cultural adjustment.

4

The childand his family,are undergoing many changes in the

migrretion process. The already existing framework of a unique

self-esteem may be helpful or may hinder the cultural adjustment.

The family structure and attitudes'Which the family maintains will

also have positive ordnegative effects on the adjustment process.

The studies ort self-esteem indicate implications for the prevention

of law self-esteem and for parental education. There is a need for

experimentally lontrolled studies which would compare the self-esteem

of migrants and the process of cultural adj.ustment. Parents and
.6

educators wou,ld benefit from this information.
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